DIGCOMP

defining being digitally competent

Slavi Stoyanov, José Janssen, Peter Sloep
134 statements collected from 79 experts in an online brainstorm

lumping into higher-order categories, to make things more manageable

not by priority, not by importance, but by conceptual similarity

also, name the clusters in a meaningful way
How: card sorting

card sorting individually online (no iPad, uses Flash)
	onight: create a ‘wisdom of the crowds’ view on your work

a hierarchical ordering, input for our discussion

cf. the way biologists group species into genera into families .. (we do not use names for levels though)
Some tips

- Do the sorting at once, no saving options are available.
- When finished sorting click on the button “I’m done”.
- Minimize the groups if too many groups or group lists are too long.
Some more tips

Only drop a statement into a group when the border of the group is highlighted, otherwise it can go to other group. If it happens, do not worry, you can always put it at the right place. You can also move statements from one group to another. You might need to move the groups (minimized) around to make some more space.

If you are using IE, click the compatibility button before you start (sits in address bar on the top)